Will you participate in a required University-Sanctioned Activity (USA) this term?

Yes

Do meeting times for this class conflict with times of your USA?

Yes

Is this section offered at the times with the least conflicts with your USA (y = number of conflicts)?

Yes

You can pass this class if

- y is smaller than or equal to x
- z is smaller than or equal to x

(x = number of allowed absences (2 weeks of class))
(y = number of absences caused by USA conflicts)
(z = number of absences caused by illness (etc.))

No

Stay in this class.

No

You may miss up to 2 weeks (or equivalent) of class

(x = allowed absences determined by instructor).

Examples: 6 absences for a class that meets MWF; 4 absences for a class that meets TTH

No

Drop this class and enroll in another section with fewer conflicts.

Yes

No